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Over the last 25 years, the share of savings managed by insurance 
companies has grown and stabilized at around 35%. The Director of IVASS 
Prof. Riccardo Cesari talks about it at the Insurance Forum. 

Ivass Director Riccardo Cesari spoke at the Insurance Forum, organized in Venice by Mondo Institutional on 

16 September last. The theme was that of life insurance policies. 

Life policies have long played a primary role in the field of managed savings, underlines Cesari: although in the 

last 25 years the propensity to save in Italy has fallen significantly, from 20% in the 80s and 90s, to 8% pre-

pandemic (today at 13%, due to lower pandemic consumption), the share managed by insurance companies has 

grown to the detriment of mutual funds, and has stabilized at around 35% since 2012. So almost 900 billion euros 

out of over 2500 under management by the various financial intermediaries. 

In terms of annual net inflows, the recovery of market share by insurance companies (and to a lesser extent by 

pension funds) was very substantial after the great recession of 2007. 

A particular aspect of this evolution, which has also involved insurance,is the creation of products that make 

"management of management". 

If € 2,500 billion is the total amount (in 2021) of assets under management,the amount net of investments in 

UCITS and / or GPM by other intermediaries drops to € 1,700 billion. This means that out of 150 euros under 

management, almost 50 are managed by management. 

This is a growing trend (with a setback after the 2000-2001 crisis) that does not seem to stop. Behind there is 

certainly a need for diversification of investments, especially for the retail segment, but it is necessary to pay close 

attention to the issue of commissions and to what EIOPA calls the "value for money assessment", that is the 

evaluation (and continuous monitoring) of quality / price ratio in financial and insurance management. 

As regards the development of branches I and III, in real terms, Branch III has experienced,in the last 25 years, 

three distinct phases: growth up to 2007, the collapse in the world and European crises 2008-2011, and a phase of 

recovery from 2012 to today. In this last phase, the "hybrid" or multi-branch products made a significant 

contribution (with regard to management operations), which in 2021 reached 51% of Life premiums (Class I + III) 

and 26% of the assets invested, explains Cesari. 

Regulatory innovations 

Cesari recalled that on 11 March IVASS launched a double public consultation concerning, on the one hand, 

"suggestions" on Life products regarding the extension of the " profit fund" to existing contracts, demographic 

guarantee in Class III products; on the other hand, the introduction of a Regulation on unit, index and internal 

funds policies, replacing Circular 474/2002 (unit linked policies) and Regulation no. 32/2009 (index linked 

policies). 

The double consultation ended on 9 June with 81 comments on the first document and 286 comments on the 

second. The Institute plans to close this year, probably after a second public passage. 



With reference to the Regulatory Document, in addition to putting a hand to legislation that has become obsolete, 

it was bound, on the basis of the Solvency II directive, to interventions that were no more restrictive than those 

envisaged by the 2009 and 2014 UCITS Directives on UCITS (Undertakings for collective investment in 

securities or harmonized UCITS). The most important changes are: 

- Extension of the regulation to companies operating in LPS and in the establishment for consumer protection 

objectives in the host country 

- Full symmetry with the Banking Regulations on UCITS 

- Concentration limits by issuer and by counterparty in derivatives 

- Elimination of references to the ratings of international agencies 

The public consultation has highlighted numerous points of discussion, concludes Cesari. Some refer to choices 

made by the primary legislator (European or national) that could only be fully implemented by the secondary 

regulation scheme. Others, on the other hand, refer to the choices proposed by IVASS in the construction of the 

draft regulation and it is on these that we are concentrating our efforts to gather as much as possible the 

suggestions and indications coming from the various stakeholders. 

The common objective is that of an insurance savings market that is competitive internally and with other 

financial intermediaries and at the same time solid and attractive thanks to 

the protection and supervision measures to guarantee its current and potential customers. 
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